CAE Research Project Meeting Minutes

5/9/2022

• Participants
  o Dr. Waleed Farag (PI)
  o Dr. Soundararajan Ezekiel (Co-PI)
  o Dr. Xinwen Wu
  o Maria Balega
  o Alicia Deak
  o Jino Ramsen
  o Emily Himes
  o Kamir Walton
  o Nathan Metzger

• Meeting started at 10:30 am.

• Unanimously approved minutes for meeting on April 27, 2022

• Main Points
  o Discussed:
    ▪ Maria
      • Edited conclusion for IoT-23 paper, made plan for finishing up paper by this week
    ▪ Alicia
      • Outlined ToN-IoT paper, still running and collecting data
      • Sent feedback to Franklin regarding KDD paper
    ▪ Kamir & Donald
      • Ordered testbed supplies except for the Raspberry Pi, Dr. Farag has some in his office
      • Need to get keys for accessing 305
  o Tasks:
    ▪ Maria
      • Continue finalizing IoT-23 paper, send updated version to Dr. Farag
    ▪ Alicia
      • Continue working on ToN-IoT paper and helping Franklin and Maria with their papers
    ▪ Franklin
      • Continue working on KDD paper and incorporating suggestions from Dr. Wu
    ▪ Kamir, Donald, Zaryn & Nathan
      • Test that supplies ordered are working correctly once they arrive, meet with Dr. Ramsen to discuss details about testing sensors

• Adjournment at 11:20 am.
• Next meeting will be held on Tuesday, May 17 at 11:00 am.